Configurator-Software CSW-2000

The Configurator Software CSW-2000 is a helpful tool to configure and analyse single- and multi-applications on LEGIC credentials.

With the CSW-2000 segments can be defined and credentials can be initialised (e.g. as Master-Token or as user credential). The configuration required for a project can be easily administered. The graphical user interface enables a quick analysis of credentials as well as the configuration of LEGIC advant reader modules.

The CSW-2000 can be operated together with the Configurator Hardware CHW-2000, the Development Kit DK-2000 or a LEGIC advant based reader from a LEGIC partner.

**Target use**
- Definition of segments and reader module configurations
- Initialisation and personalisation of segments on LEGIC credentials (IM_S)
- Definition and creation of Master Tokens
- Analysis of credentials (data and segment structure)
- Configuration of the Information Database IDB in LEGIC advant reader modules

**Key features**
- Clear and easy creation of segments and Master Tokens
- Quick analysis of credentials
- Read, write and save project data and configurations
- Graphical user interface

**Standards**
- ISO
- LEGIC RF standard
- 13.56 MHz
- Contactless technology
Supported components

- Transponder / LEGIC all-in-one area*
  MIM022**, MIM256, MIM1024
  ATC128-MV, ATC256-MV, ATC1024-MV
  ATC2048-MP, ATC4096-MP
  AFS-JP

- LEGIC advant reader modules
  SM-2570/C, SC-2560/C

- Tools
  Configurator Hardware CHW-2000
  Development Kit DK-2000

LEGIC advant – for single or multiapplications

- Access
- Parking
- Payment
- Ticketing
- Leisure
- Membership
- Time & attendance
- Biometrics
- E-access
- Identify
- Loyalty
- Collect data

Minimum PC requirements

- Microsoft Windows compatible PC
- CD-ROM drive or Internet connection
- COM port (USB with COM port driver)

* Depends on software version and used reader
** No initialization of unsegmented credentials possible
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